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By your uncanny insight into student nature, and sympathetic
treatment thereof; by your intensely human qualities, you have
inspired respect and true affection in all who know you; so we
the staff of 1935, are proud to dedicate this twenty-first volume
of the CEDRUS.

FOREWORD
Cedarville College stands for Purposeful Christian Education. Herein
we have tried to picture artfully the activity on the campus and the
"spirit" of the past year. If we have failed, our labor accepts only the
censure of inability. If we have succeeded, we seek no praise, we desire no commendation — we have only accomplished that which we set
out to do.
THE EDITOR

-

CLASSES
- ORGANIZATIONS
- ATHLETICS
- FEATURES

STAFF
Editor-in-chief
Asst. Editor
Business Manager
Asst. Business Manager
Art Editor
Asst. Art Editor

Arthur Donaldson
Joseph West
Eleanor Bull
Anna Jane Wham
Carma Hostetler
Russell Murray

Advertising Manager

Robert Harriman

Asst. Advertising Manager

Harriet Ritenour

Organizations Editor

Luella Robe

Sports Editor

Ralph Tindall

Music Editor

Eugene Corry

Diary Editor

Donald Burkert

Diary Editor

Mary Waddle

Features Editor

Carrie Mount

Snapshots Editor

Wilma Chenoweth

Snapshots Editor

Eleanor Robe

Faculty Advisor

Prof. 0. W. Kuehrmann
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CAMPUS
A beautiful campus is one of the greatest assets that a college can have. That
Cedarville has such a campus is easily seen. Surrounding the buildings are many of
the original cedars from which Cedarville has derived its name. The trees of the
campus were a gift from the late Whitelaw Reid. One part of the campus was a
gift from W. J. Alford, Sr.
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In the center of the campus stands Main Hall surrounded by trees. Its impressive beauty remains a constant
reminder of the high ideals of
Cedarville College.

The ivy-covered walls bring
back memories dear to all
who have studied within them.
How many, fifteen or twenty
years from now, will not think
back to the happy days spent
in work and play here.
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The science hall has been
in use since September, 1923.
It is a fine imposing structure,
located on the main campus
just north of the Main Hall.
Here preside Professors Kuehrmann, Hostetler, and Jacobs.

1

structure
is
modern
This
equipped with complete modIt contains
ern apparatus.
modern chemistry and physics laboratories, class rooms,
and the educational library.
It also has an adequate botany and zoology laboratory.
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When the college was first
organized there was no fine
building such as this known as
the library. Thee was a room
set aside in the Main Hall for
a library, but this proved to
be too small for increasing
number of books.

Cedarville College was fortunate in being the recipient
of a gift of twelve thousand
dollars from Andrew Carnegie, from which was built
the college library in 1905.
The village and college libraries have been combined,
and new volumes are being
added as needed. The first
floor contains the library and
the department of music. The
basement furnishes quarters
for. the eating club and literary society.
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Cedarville College has always maintained that along
with the development of the
mind the body must also be
developed. The first gymnastics were performed in the
basement of Old Main. As
the student body increased
the need for a gymnasium was
seen. This picture shows the
result—a fine gym in which
games are played with some
of the leading schools and colleges of this region.

Aside from being used for
competitive sports and physical education, the gymnasium
is equipped with complete
kitchen necessities. Here the
annual homecoming banquet
is served along with many
others. To the rear of the
building is a stage now being
used by aspiring young players of the dramatic club.

CLIFFS
In a recent catalogue of beauty spots in America, the cliffs of Cedarville and
Clifton are listed as being among the most beautiful on a small scale. Natives of
Cedarville and vicinity relate legends concerning the Indians and early pioneers near
These cliffs.
Travelers from all parts of the country visit the cliffs each year and take home
with them visions of what nature can do.
The cliffs have been playing an active part in the lives of the college students
for forty years. It is here that many class "feeds" and parties have been held. Girls
as well as boys like to don old clothes and spend a few hours climbing in and out of
caves and crevices.
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DR. W. R. McCHESNEY
A. M.; Ph. D.; D. D.
This year marks the twentieth year for Dr. McChesney as
President of Cedarville College. He has been a faithful servant to this institution since his coming in 1894 as a professor
of ancient languages.
Dr. McChesney is known throughout this part of the
United States as an inspirational teacher, minister, and orator.
All who have attended classes under his leadership have been
influenced by his magnetic personality and prestige.
It is to ''Dr. Mac,'' as we students know him, that the
credit should go for the building up and maintaining of this
Christian college.

MRS. L. T. HEINTZ
Dean of Women
Professor Latin, English and Education
A. B.; B. S.; Bowling Green State College
A. M. Wittenberg College

A. J. HOSTETLER
Registrar and Director of Education
B. S. Ohio Northern University
A. M. Wittenberg College

MRS. H. I. JACOBS
Professor Elementary Education
A. B. Cedarville College
B. S. Ohio State University

C. W. STEELE
Dean and Professor of Social Sciences and
Public Speaking
A. B. Indiana Teachers College
M. S. Northwestern University

MISS G. BASORE
Instructor in Public Speaking
B. O. Ohio Northern University
A. B. Cedarville College
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F. A. JURKAT
A. B. Franklin College
LL. D. Franklin College
A. M. Wittenberg College

MRS. M. J. WORK
Professor of Music
A. B. Monmouth College
B. M. Monmouth College Conservatory of
Music
M. M. Cincinnati College of Music

0. W. KUEHR MANN
Professor of Physical Science
B. S. Purdue University

MRS. J. W. AULT
Professor of Debate
B. S. Bowling Green State College

J. W. AULT
Professor of Mathematics and Physics
Director of Physical Education
B. S. Bowling Green State College
A. M. Ohio State College
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
President

Dr. W. R. Graham

Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Dr. M. I. Marsh
Rev. W. H. Tilford
Judge S. C. Wright

Members Whose Terms Expire June, 1935
George H. Hartman

Cedarville, Ohio

Walter C. Huff

Cedarville, Ohio

James L. Chesnut, D. D.

Richmond, Indiana

William R. Graham, D. D.

Lafayette, Indiana

J. Lloyd Confarr.

Cedarville, Ohio

Members Whose Terms Expire June, 1936
Karlh Bull

Cedarville, Ohio

Robert W. Ustick, D. D.

Springfield, Ohio

William Conley

Cedarville, Ohio

Miron I. Marsh, M. D.

Cedarville, Ohio

William H. Tilford, D. D.

Xenia, Ohio

Members Whose Terms Expire June, 1937
Walter P. Harriman, D. D.

Dayton, Ohio

Frederick N. McMillan, D. D.

Cincinnati, Ohio

W. Clyde Howard, D D.

Chicago, Illinois

Judge S. C. Wright

Cedarville, Ohio

J. Frank Creswell

Cedarville, Ohio

Dr. W. R. McChesney, President, Ex-Officio
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SENIOR HISTORY
President
Vice President

Carl Ferguson
Paul Rife

Secretary

Carma Hostetler

Treasurer

Luella Robe

In the fall of that famous year of 1931, Cedarville College was blessed by the
entrance of thirty-two young lads and lasses to prepare themselves for the hazardous
trip through four years of preparation. With "Bob" Harriman on the bridge, we
pulled away with a certain sense of "cock-sureness" only to have many hard trials
knock the wind out of our sails. One setback which rankles deep within us was the
soaking we received at the famous whirlpool of Willow Bend. However, we managed
to "right" the ship and sail away with full sails.
As we sailed into the course of 1932-33 we saw the Freshmen "towed under"
in the same whirlpool of Willow Bend, but they too seemed to come up with sails
set. All classes have not been as lucky, however. During this school year we ran
our course under the guidance of "Art" Donaldson with a crew of 26 weather-beaten
souls. We attempted to break in a group of Freshmen and pass on to them some
of the suffering which we survived at the hands of the Sophomores of '31-32. How
successful we were, only time can tell. It was a very pleasant journey, containing
many memorable and varied events in which we all had a share.
At the call of 1933-34 we started our journey with Cap'n "Stew" Kitchen at
the helm, only to have him drop out, leaving us without a leader. "Bill" McCollister,
first mate, took the vacated position. Again we were stranded with no master
aboard when he, too, left school at the end of the first semester. Carl Ferguson
was then commissioned as our Captain & Pilot who safely pulled us through. Our
program during this year contained one very interesting event for us when "Blarney
Street," our class play, was presented.
At the beginning of our Senior year, we, as dignified personages should do,
took on for a time the character of superior intellects among the common rabble.
Soon, however, school activities bore down and again we were mere sailors with
only a year's experience over the others. Our dignity seems to have vanished, but
we hope it returns ere our course is run.
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GRADUATES
1935
EDGAR HINTON
A. B.
Y. M. C. A. I. 2, 3, 4; Football I, 2, 3; Baseball I, 2; Class Play 3.

Dayton, Ohio

GILBERT CHRISTIAN
A. B.
Millersburg, Ohio
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 3. 4; Mixed Chorus I, 2, 3, 4; Class officer 3; Class Play 3; Football 2;
Basketball 2, 3, 4; Baseball I, 3, 4; Minstrel 3; Officer AKM.
PAUL RIFE
A. B.
Cedarville, Ohio
Y. M. C. A. I. 2, 3, 4; Literary Society 3, 4; Officer 4; Mixed Chorus I, 2, 3, 4; Class
officer 3, 4; Class Play 3; Quartet 4; Football 2; Basketball 2, 4; Baseball 4; Minstrel I, 3.
CARL FERGUSON
A. B.
Cedarville, Ohio
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 3, 4; Officer 3, 4; Class President 3, 4; Student Council 3; Debate 3;
Literary Society I, 2, 3, 4; Officer 2, 3; Football I, 2; Basketball 3, 4; Class Play 4.
WALTER LINTON
A. B.
Bowersville, Ohio
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 4; President 4; Officer 2; Literary Society I, 2, 4; Basketball I, 2, 4;
Minstrel 2; Class Play 4; Cedar Day Orator 4.
A. FERMAN KEARNEY
A. B.
Brockway, Penn.
Grove City College, Grove City, Penn., I, 2, 3; Cedarville College 4; Y. M. C. A. 4;
Literary Society 4; Officer 4.
CARMA HOSTETLER
A. B.
Cedarville, Ohio
Y. W. C. A. I, 2, 4, officer 2; President 4; Literary Society I, 2, 4, officer 4; Class officer
I, 4; Crown Club 2; Mixed Chorus 2; Monks' Club 4; Whispering Cedars Editor 2; Mock
Wedding 4; Cedrus Play 2, 4; Glee Club I, 2, 4; Cedrus Staff 2, 4; Class Play 4.
RONALD BOYER
A. B.
Dayton, Ohio
Ohio Wesleyan I, 2; Central Theological Seminary, Dayton, Ohio, 3; Y. M. C. A. 4.
CARRIE MOUNT
A. B.
Carlisle, Ohio
Miami University I; Cedarville 2, 3, 4; Y. W. C. A. I, 2, 3, 4; Officer 3. 4; Literary Society 4; Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4; Student Body Officer 4; Mixed Chorus 2, 3; Basketball I,
2, 3; Class Play 3, 4.
ANNABEL DEAN
B. S. in Education
Y. W. C. A. I, 2, 4; Glee Club I, 2.

Xenia, Ohio

A. B.
MAXINE BENNETT
Union City, Indiana
Antioch I ; Cedarville 2, 3, 4; Y. W. C. A. 2, 3, 4, Officer 4; Glee Club 2, 3, 4; Quartet
2, 3; Trio 4; Class Play 3; Mixed Chorus 2, 3; Monks' Club 3, 4; Mock Wedding 4.

Hinton
Christian

Rife
Ferguson

Linton
Kearney

Hostetier
Rev. Boyer

Mount
Dean

Bennett

GRADUATES
1935
LUELLA ROBE
South Charleston, Ohio
A. B.
Y. W. C. A. I, 2, 4; Officer 3, 4; Literary Society I, 2, 4; Debate 2, 4; Glee Club I:
Mixed Chorus I; Class officer I; Cedrus Play 4; Cedrus staff 4; Class Play 4; May Queen
4.
Cedarville, Ohio
ELEANOR BULL
A. B.
Y. W. C. A. I• , 2, 3, 4; Literary I, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club I, 2, 3, 4; Mixed Chorus 2„ 3, 4;
Quartet I, 2, 3, 4; Class Play 3, 4; Cedrus Play 2, 3, 4; Mock Wedding 2, 3, 4; Minstrel I.
MARY LOU McLAUGHLIN
Salem, Illinois
A. B.
Y. W. C. A. I, 2, 4; Literary Society I, 4; Mixed Chorus I, 2, 4; Glee Club I, 2; Dramatic
Club 4; Class Play 4.
Dayton, Ohio
ROBERT HARRIMAN
A. B.
Y. M. C. A. I, 2; Officer 2; Class President I; Student Body Officer 4; Debate 3; Mixed
Chorus 2, 3, 4; Quartet 3; Bible Reading Winner 2; Football 2; Basketball I, 3; Baseball
I, 3; Tennis I, 2; Manager 3; Class Play 3, 4; Minstrel I, 3; Cedrus Staff 4.
Cedarville, Ohio
RALPH TINDALL
A. B.
Y. M. C. A. 3, 4; Class Play 3, 4; Cedrus Play I, 3, 4; Football 2; Basketball manager 2,
3, 4; Cedrus Staff 4; Press Correspondent 3, 4.
Xenia, Ohio
A. B & B. S.
FRANKLIN L. TRUBEE
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 3, 4; Debate I, 2, 3, 4; Literary Society I, 2, 3, 4; Officer I, 3; Dramatics
Club 4; Class Play 3; Bible Reading Winner 3, 4; Whispering Cedars 4; Monks' Club 3,
4; Lab. Instructor 2, 3, 4; Minstrel 3.
Cedarville, Ohio
A. B.
ALLAN COPELAND
Ohio State University I, 2, 3; Cedarville 4; Y. M. C. A. 4; Dramatic Club 4. New England Conservatory, Boston.
Smiths Ferry, Pennsylvania
A. B.
ROBERT TAYLOR
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 3, 4; Literary Society I, 2, 3, 4; Officer 4; Football 2; Basketball I, 2,
3; Mixed Chorus 4; Minstrel I, 3; AK1' 2, 3, 4; President 4.
Columbus, Ohio
A. B.
WILLIAM WADDLE
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 3, 4; Literary Society I, 2, 3, 4; Officer 2; Class Play 3; Class officer I;
Football manager I, 2; Tennis 2, 3, 4; Baseball I, 2; Minstrel 2, 3; Officer AKM,
Cedarville, Ohio
A. B.
EUGENE SPENCER
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 3, 4; Monks' Club 3, 4, Officer 3, 4; Class Play 3; Football Manager 3;
Tennis I, 2, 4; Minstrel I.
Montpelier, Ohio
A. B.
ARTHUR DONALDSON
Y. M. C. A. I, 2, 3; Officer 3; Literary Society I, 2, 3, 4; Officer 2; Class officer I; President 2; Student Body President 4; Class Play 3, 4; Cedrus Play 2; Tennis I, 2, 3, 4;
Minstrel I, 3; Cedrus Staff 3; Editor of Cedrus 4; Whispering Cedars 3.

Robe

Bull
McLaughlin

Harriman
Tindall

Trubee
Copeland

Taylor
W. Waddle

Spencer
Donaldson

JUNIOR HISTORY
President

Russell Murray

Vice President

Wilma Chenoweth

Secretary

Anna Jane Wham

Treasurer

Donald Burkert

Amid the cheers and last-minute warnings of parents and friends, the class of
35 took to the air and began our flight through the atmospheric elements of college
life. The first year was one of rugged sailing. Soon after the take-off our entire
squadron, headed by William Reed, hit an air-pocket, and the dignity of each pilot
dropped quite a few degrees. Each managed to right his plane and reach the first
lap of the flight with flying colors.
Under the leadership of Errol MacKnight our squadron undertook the second
lap of the journey. Our ranks now diminished from thirty-seven to twenty-six. To
offset the loss, more "gas" was needed. New pilots joined the ranks.

Under the

Commander's orders to "give her the gun'' the fleet branched out into all the realms
of college activities: basketball, baseball, tennis, debate, chorus. The flying was
not quite so rugged, air-pockets being less often encountered. With record achievement the first half of the flight became a mere memory.
With Russell Murray Commander-in-Chief, our squadron is now flying in formation. The ranks have shrunk to the quantity of twenty. Each pilot is gallantly bearing
the colors. To the success of "Shirt Sleeves," our class play, demands that we keep
in formation. The big air event of the year will be the traditional ''Junior-Senior
Banquet."
Next year our squadron will take off for the last lap of the journey. We hope
that we shall suffer no more forced landings, but that all twenty of our pilots may
participate in the renown of a successful flight.
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JUNIOR CLASS
1936

Paul Reed
Cedarville, 0.

Mildred Labig
Vandalia, 0.

Lois Bradley
Xenia, 0.

Dorotha Corry
Cedarville, 0.

Anna Jane Wham
Carter, Ill.

Russell Murray
Graniteville, Vt.

Julia McCollister
Cedarville, 0.

Joseph West
Cedarville, 0.

Wilma Chenoweth
South Charleston, 0.

Mary K. Probasco
Mt. Victory, 0.

Donald Burkert
Columbus, 0.

Harriet Ritenour
Cedarville, 0.

Donald Beuhler
Jamestown, 0.

Olive Brill
Newport, Ky.

Vernor Garlough
Pitchin, 0.

Charles Chamberlain
Franklin, 0.

Mary Linton
Bowersville, 0.

Eugene Corry
West Jefferson, 0.

First row, left to right: Laybourne, Cross, Brock, Guthrie, Hoke, N. May, Beard, Fisher, E. Robe.
Second row: Kimble, M. Creswell, Stine, Vietor, Skinnell, Anderson, E. Waddle, Ritenour.
Third row: H. Wallace, J. Waddle, Angell, Gray, Potee, Glass, Tobias, Ross, Richards, West, E. Corry.
Fourth row: Tobin, Grube.

CLASS OFFICERS

Edwin Potee,
President

SOPHOMORE HISTORY
In the fall of '33, forty Freshmen began thir journey
through the (be)wilderness of knowledge.

As a guide we

chose John Richards. It was not long until we had blazed new
Dorothy Anderson,
Treasurer

trails and followed old ones. After a nine months trip we
emerged into civilization (vacation), feeling as though a successful journey had been made, having contributed to athletic
and scholastic organizations.
Last Fall we picked up our packs (studies) and started
forward. Several members of the party did not return, having joined other expeditions.

Ruth Kimble,
Secretary

As guide, Edwin Potee was

chosen and led us through another successful year. Again,
we contributed much to school life.
We are sorry that as we start on our third journey several of our members will not be with us, as they have finished
their explorations, and others have forged ahead to join the

John Tobias,
Vice President

party preceding us. Their help will be greatly missed.

First row, left to right: Hoke, Gillespie, McCorkell, E. Reed, Anderson, Haughey, H. Shaw, Michael,
Cummings, Brigham.
Second row: Haines, Johnston, Biggs, Hageman, Pleasant, E. Bennett, R. Creswell, Fudge, E. Brill,
McDorman.
Third row: J. Reed, MacKnight, K. Miller, McKibben, Batdorf, Porter, Clouser, Dunevant, Bryant,
McKenzie, Kline, Allison, Mossman, Long, B. Wallace.
Fourth row: Jones, Nelson, Wilson, Olinger, E. May, Alexander, Post, H. Miller.
Fifth row: Sinks, King, Sanderson, F. Jones, Waddle, B. Shaw.
CLASS OFFICERS

James Anderson,
President

FRESHMAN CLASS
On September 5, fifty green, inexperienced Freshmen entered Cedarville College. The upper classmen cordially
greeted us by making us wear green hair ribbons and fish in
buckets on Main Street. The Freshman Class assembled for
the first time as a group on September 13 to elect officers.
Those chosen were: President, James Anderson; Vice Presi-

Christina Jones,
Secretary

dent, Eugene Reed; Secretary, Christina Jones; Treasurer, Eugene Haughey. The freshmen held their first feed, which was
not very successful, at Anderson's. We determined to have
a successful feed, so we secretly planned one to be held at
Joe Long's on October 4. Our plans were so secret that the
upper classmen arrived before we did. But our determination
was not in vain, for March 18, the Freshmen congregated at
the Gun Club for the first successful feed of the year. So,

Eugene Reed,
Vice President

the freshmen of 1935 feel they have reached their goal.

. Eugene Haughey,
Treasurer

First row, left to right: Cultice McLaughlin, Rife, Linton, Tindall, Christian, W. Waddle, Hostetler,
M. Bennett, N. May, Cross.
Second row: Trubee, Bull, Chenoweth, L. Robe, M. Creswell, Vietor, Ferguson, Taylor, Mount, Dean,
Hoke, Beard, Collette, Probasco.
Third row: Guthrie, Harriman, Copeland, Gray, Potee, M. Waddle, Brock, Laybourne, Stine,
Donaldson.

PRACTICE TEACHERS
During the past year those who are in the normal department have been striving
to reach the goal of efficient teaching. This lofty aim is attained only by much persistence. The graduates who have made a success in the teaching field realize that
they owe a lot to the instructor and the instruction that they have received during
their stay here in college. The existence of the normal department is due to the
untiring efforts of Professor Hostetler to maintain worthy teaching standards.
The elementary division of the normal department has been aided by the advice
counsel
of Mrs. Helen Jacobs. She has given influence by the high ideals that
and
she has set up.

SPECIAL STUDENTS
In addition to the regular student body this year, there were several special
students attending college. Several who graduated from the school last year are
completing ono:her full year's course, while several others are doing part time work.
Special students whose photographs do
those taking work by extension.
Cultice
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Rev. Williams

Pyles

not

appear here are Homer Murray and

James

Elsie McLaughlin

P. McLaughlin

"AU REVOIR"
For many a year I've been standing,
Serving you ever so true,
Giving you drink so refreshing,
And living my life for you.
But now you have forsaken me
And in your halls there stands,
Beautiful fountains to replace me
Flowing as your souls command.
Oh Cedarville! Oh Cedarville!
I hold no malice toward thee,
But I pray that you will keep me
As a treasure, in thy memory.
R. T.

The Old College Pump

DRAMATIC CLUB
The Dramatic Club was organized about the middle of the second semester,
under the direction of Mrs. Heintz, when a call was made for students who were
interested in dramatics. The organization has a large membership and is rapidly
becoming more popular.
Three one-act plays have been presented so far, these being "The Reading of
the Will," "Alice Blue Gown," and "The Passing of Mr. Peal."
The club has adopted a constitution and the following officers were elected:
Eleanor Bull, President; Lois Cultice, Vice President; Mary Johnston, Secretary and
Treasurer; John Richards, Reporter.
We are looking forward to next year when more difficult work will be taken up
by the club.
First row, left to right: Johnston. Hageman, Biggs, Pleasant, Allison, Bull.
Second row: H. Miller, Probasco, Waddle, Nelson, Fisher.
Third row: Post. E. May, Cultice, E. Brill, N. May.
Fourth row: McLaughlin, Kline, Porter, Mrs. Heintz.
Fifth row: Bradley, Ritenour, 0. Brill, Sinks, E. Reed.
Sixth row: Richards, Linton, Rife, Trubee, H. Wallace. Anderson, West.
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CEDRUS STAFF
In the production of any annual there are always the rough and smooth places
over which the staff must journey. This year's staff has been very successful in scaling
the rough places and gliding over the smooth. It has been a lot of work to produce
this book as you see it in its present form. It has required work which seemed endless, yet it has been valuable to us all. There have been hours spent in telephoning,
talking to salesmen, writing business letters, signing contracts, taking pictures, editing
write-ups, and what not, yet each member of the staff was willing and eager to do
whatever he might to help the cause. It has been through the faithful cooperation
of all that this book has been published.
While the staff is credited with the editing of the book we must not forget
those who have helped us by turning in write-ups, snapshots, and the necessary information that was needed.
We, the Cedrus Staff, extend our thanks to Professor Kuehrmann, our faculty
adviser, the business men whose ads have helped make this book possible, those who
helped us type the dummy, and ihe students and friends who have showed so much
interest in this publication.

First row: Tindall, Bull, Ritenour, Burkert, Hostetler, M. Waddle.
Second row: Prof. Kuehrmann, Murray, Chenoweth, L. Robe, Mount, Donaldson, West, E. Corry.
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West, Ritenour, Donaldson, Labig, Brigham, Pleasant, Garlough.

STUDENT COUNCIL 1934-1935
The Student Council was reorganized in the fall of 1934 for its second year.
The officers were Arthur Donaldson, President; Robert Harriman, Vice-President;
Carrie Mount, Secretary-Treasurer.
The outstanding accomplishment of the year was the arrangement of the car
parking space on the college drive. The owners of the cars were greatly benefited,
for they had a definite space assigned for the parking of their cars throughout the
school year.
By the aid of the Student Council the bi-monthly newspaper was again started
this year. Because of its popularity, the name "Whispering Cedars" was retained.
The Student Council greatly appreciated the co-operation given it by the other
leading organization of the school during the past year.
The faculty also should be commended for its interest in the activities of the
Student Council.
STUDENT COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
Senior

Arthur Donaldson
Robert Harriman

Juniors

Verner Garlough
Mildred La big

Sophomores

Harriet Ritenour
Joseph West

Freshman

Esther Pleasant
Edward Brigham
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First Row: Murray, Asst Program Chairman; Linton, President; Tobias, Program
Chairman; Ferguson, Vice-President; Angell, Program Committee.
Second row: Rife, Program Committee; Ault, Adviser; Kuehrmann, Adviser
Richards, Social Chairman; Burkert, Secretary-Treasurer.

Y. M. C. A.
Each Wednesday at eleven-fifteen A. M. throughout the entire school year the
Y. M. C. A. holds its weekly program, at which time speeches, talks, and lectures
are delivered by various members of the outside world. An occasional meeting is
held jointly with the Y. W. C. A. It has been and is the purpose of the Y. to work
for the best interests of the students of the college, and to emulate its three-fold
ideal in the cultivation of the spiritual, the mental, and the intellectual. Perhaps
we may not be able to see a great deal of material progress on the part of the
Y., but it is accomplishing much in the way of presenting the views of various men
concerning current problems confronting youth today.
The Y. M. C. A. again pledges itself to endeavor during the coming year to
present programs which will be helpful and instructive as well as entertaining. We
must keep an enthusiastic feeling in the Y. forever.

First row: Christian, McCorkell, Gillespie, E. Reed, Anderson, Haughey, Brigham, B. Wallace, Tindall.
Second row: H. Wallace, J. Waddle, Tobin, Gray, Potee, Glass, Ross, Tobias, West, Angell.
Third row: Rev. Boyer, Cummings, Long, Kearney, Michael, Sinks, Richards, Grube, E. Corry,
McLaughlin, Prof. Ault, Prof. Kuehrmann, Harriman, James.
Fourth row: Dean Steele, Burkert, Murray, Buehler, Hoke, Shaw, Linton, Sanderson, J. Reed, Rev.
Williams.
Fifth row: Copeland, Taylor, Garlough, W. 'Waddle, Ferguson, Donaldson, Rife, P. Reed Spencer.
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First row: Bull, Vice-President; 0. Brill, Financial Chairman; Skinnell, Program
Chairman; Miss Basore, Adviser; Hostetler, President; M. Bennett, Membership Chairman; Kimble, Publicity Chairman.
Second row: Chenoweth, World Fellowship Chairman; L. Robe, Social Chairman;
Mount, Secretary-Treasurer; D. Anderson, Social Welfare; Wham, Hostess.

Y. W. C. A.
One of the most popular organizations in the college is the Y. W. C. A. This
year it has had a record membership, almost every girl in the college, realizing its
wholesome influence, has become a member. During the year many social functions
have taken place for which the Y. W. has been responsible.
In September of last year the new members were welcomed by a Tea at the
home of the president, Carma Hostetler. Later in the year the annual Committal
Service was held in honor of its writer, Francis McChesney. On a night in the latter
part of October, everyone donned their Hallowe'en costumes and came to the gym
where the Y. M. was entertaining the Y. W. In December, those mysterious secret
pals were revealed at a "Secret Pal" party held at the home of Eleanor Bull. A
cabaret was sponsored by the Y. W. at the gym in March. At this time the much
anticipated "Mock Wedding'' was held. Amidst the boom of firecrackers Miss
Eleanor Bull became the bride of Mr. Luella Robe. In May, the Y. W. ended its
social activities with the Mother-Daughter Banquet.
In all, the Y. W. has had a very pleasant year.
First row: Cultice, Hostetler, R. Creswell, Mrs. Work, Guthrie, McKibben, Johnston, H. Miller, Post,
E. Brill, Fudge, McKenzie, Kline.
Second row: Labig, Cross, Brock, Laybourne, Stine, Kimble, Nelson, Jones, M. Waddle, F. Jones.
Third row: L. Robe, Chenoweth, E. Waddle, E. May, Corry, Batdorf, Skinnell, Fisher, Vietor, M.
Creswell, Biggs. Hageman, M. May, K. Miller, Alexander, Wham, Miss Basore, MacKnight,
Mrs. Vanderpool, E. Robe, Bull.
Fourth row: Probasco, McLaughlin, McCollister, Bradley, Clouser, Pyles, Dunevant, Pleasant, Bryant,
M. Bennett, Mount, Beard, Shaw, Allison, Olinger.
Fifth row: 0. Brill, Anderson, Dean, E. Bennett, Mossman, Haines, Porter, Ritenour, Wilson.
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Richards, Rife, Chenoweth, Linton.

PHILOSOPHIC SOCIETY
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Chaplain
Sergeant-at-Arms

First Semester
Paul Rife
Walter Linton
Wilma Chenoweth
Dorothy Anderson
Robert Taylor
John Richards

Second Semester
Russell Murray
James Anderson
Christina Jones
Carma Hostetler
Ferman Kearney
John Gillespie

Under the able leadership of Paul Rife and Russell Murray the Philosophic
Literary Society again came into prominence. Every two weeks throughout the school
year, fifty students assembled in the basement of the library to enjoy the program.
The programs consisted of talks, readings, instrumental music, speeches, plays,
impersonations, and various numbers celebrating the important holidays. Two outstanding programs of the year were: Amateur Night and a program at the cliffs.
But with all our fun and enjoyment we did not forget that there was a spiritual
side to life.
First row: H. Wallace, Anderson, Glass, E. Reed, Richards, Brigham, B. Wallace, Tindall, West.
Second row: Cultice, Labig, M. Waddle, Fisher, Hageman, Biggs, Hostetler, Johnston, Ritenour,
E. Brill, H. Miller.
Third row: L. Robe, McKibben, E. Robe, Bull, MacKnight, 0. Brill, Batdorf, R. Creswell, M. Creswell,
Vietor, Pleasant, Bennett, K. Miller, D. Anderson, Mount, Jones, Kimble, Chenoweth, Probasco.
Fourth row: Murray, Taylor, Burkert, McLaughlin, Bradley, Rife, Potee, Sanderson, Linton, Ferguson,
W. Waddle, Ross, Kearney, Allison, Olinger, Nelson.
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BOARDING CLUB
The sound of the bell means just one thing to the members of the boarding
club, ''Eats.'' Each member makes a mad rush for his or her favorite place at the
table. There are glaring and jealous eyes if someone gets to sit by Jean McKnight.
As the meal progresses so do the short stories and gossip about professors, grades,
and tests. Many a plan for stacking rooms or breaking up freshman feeds is hatched
out

at

the table.

One of the most sought jobs at the beginning of college is the steward's job.
This year the club was run under the supervision of Paul Gordon who acted as our
steward. It was his pleasure to collect money for meals from those who ate here.
If there wasn't enough to eat on the table we managed to slip out into the kitchen
and replenish our plates with steaming goodies. One of the newest aids to this
steward was organized this year called "The Brain Trust." It was composed of three
students who helped the steward carry many of his woes.
The club has been a center for the forming of many lasting friendships. Two
of our dearest friends around the club are Mrs. Morton, and jolly, good-natured
Mrs. Peterson, who has stood a lot of foolishness and jokes played on her.

First row: Sinks, Gordon, Batdorf, Fisher, H. Wallace.
Second row: E. Reed, Chamberlin, Long, Linton, McKnight, B. Wallace, Mrs. Peterson, Rev. Boyer,
Kearney.
Third row: Mrs. Morton, Donaldson, Potee.
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Ora,.ge and Blue Serenaders . . .
Ritenour, Anderson, Skinnell, Wham
College Trio . . .
Bull, Bennett, D. Corry
Neopolitan Knights...
Angell, Richards, Rife, Garlough

ORANGE AND BLUE SERENADERS
We, the Orange and Blue Serenaders, can truthfully say that we have enjoyed
our singing career of this year, but how much have others enjoyed it? That remains a mystery.
Our first bomb was exploded in chapel and was politely received by the clapping echo. The churches to which we journeyed were the Grape Grove Church of
Christ, the Trinity Methodist Church of Xenia, and the Cedarville Presbyterian
Church in which we enjoyed a good dinner as a reward for our strugg'es. Also, we
played our part on the Glee Club trips to various churches.
Bellbrook High School and the Home Culture Club at Conley's received us
cordially. Later we all had a very "ticking" time at the Cedarville Research Club
dinner, along with the rest of the clock program.
Jamestown, Arcanum and Greenville were our last adventures of this year. We
wish to thank the college as a whole for its hearty cooperation.

GIRLS' GLEE CLUB
The Girls' Glee Club has had a very successful season. Under the direction of
Mrs. Work, we gave sacred concerts at the Presbyterian Church in Carlisle, the
0. S. and S. 0. Home at Xenia, and the U. P. Church of Dayton. These were very
beautiful services. Besides these services, we appeared a number of times in Cedarville; the Men's Bible Reading Contest, the Day of Prayer, and the Homecoming
Banquet being a few of the events.
We wish to thank Mrs. Work for her kindness and patience while training us.
First row: Cultice, Labig, M. Waddle, Fisher, Hageman, Skinnell, Hosteller, Johnston, Ritenour,
Biggs, May.
Second row: Wham, Bull, D. Corry, Creswell, Jones, Bennett, MacKnight, M. H. Creswell, Vietor,
Porter, Miller, Anderson, Mount, Brill, Mrs. Work.
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COLLEGE TRIO
The College Trio is composed of Miss Eleanor Bull, first soprano; Miss Maxine
Bennett, second soprano; and Miss Dorotha Corry, alto. The group is accompanied
and directed by Mrs. Work, College Music Supervisor. They have made many public
appearances including churches, schools, clubs and college functions.

MEN'S QUARTETTE
Cedarville's male quartette struggled through a fairly successful year. Although
it was handicapped by the fact that its members had never sung together before
this year, it succeeded in obtaining the long sought "harmony" without which no
quartette can succeed. The quartette did not consist of good solo voices, but the
voices, such as they were, blended harmoniously.
The male quartette supplied music for many college functions such as in chapel
programs, in Day of Prayer, in the recital, in the Men's Bible Reading Contest, and
at the Homecoming Banquet. They also supplied music for a Women's Club in the
Ohio Edison Auditorium in Springfield, and for programs at Pitchin and Bryan High
Schools. We feel grateful for the patience and fine directory of Mrs. Work.

COLLEGE CHORUS
The Mixed Chorus was not organized until about the middle of the second semester. However, it has done fine work. The chorus made its first appearance at
the Girls' Bible Reading Contest. Its second appearance was the Easter Cantata,
"The Dawn of Easter," given in the United Presbyterian Church, April 21. This was
beautifully rendered, and Mrs. Work is to be commended for her fine work.

First row: Fisher, Nelson, Skinnell, Hageman, McLaughlin, Ritenour.
Second row: Bull, Vietor, Batdorf, MacKnight, Mrs. Work.
Third row: Gordon, Long, Chamberlin, Richards, E. Reed.
Fourth row: Harriman, Christian, Brigham, West, Anderson.
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Seated: Burkert, H. Wallace, Mrs. Ault, Dean Steele, J. Anderson, L. Robe.
Standing: Trubee, Michael, West.

DEBATE
Upon entering the fourth year of intercollegiate debating Cedarville College
found those wishing to debate numbering seven. In this group were: Affirmative—
L. Robe, J. Anderson, and J. West. Negative—D. Burkert, H. Wallace, and F.
Trubee, with M. Michael as alternative. The question these teams were debating
was: Resolved, That All Nations Should Agree to Prevent the International Shipment
of Arms and Munitions. Mrs. J. W. Ault acted as coach of the squads, and Professor
Steele as manager.
Previous to the North Manchester Debate Convention each squad had met one
team and each had scored a victory. The Cedarville teams entered the tournament
in Class A, winning five out of ten debates. Among the colleges and universities
that we met were: Manchester, Loyola, Western State, Capital, Battle Creek, and
Wayne.
After returning from the tournament each team met Xavier University of Cincinnati—the Affirmative losing and the Negative winning.

Perhaps the most in-

teresting event of the season took place when the Negative team met Dayton University in a non-decision radio debate over Station WHIO in Dayton. On the same
afternoon the Affirmative met Dayton University in a non-decision debate at Julienne
High School in Dayton.
Only two of the debaters, L. Robe and F. Trubee, will graduate this year. This
leaves four debaters to start with next year to which it is hoped several more may
be added. May next season be as successful as this one of 1934-35 has been!
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MONKS CLUB
J. Paul McLaughlin
W. Eugene Spencer
Franklin L. Trubee
Paul E. Angell

President
Business Manager
President of Seminary Student Body
Seminary Librarian

Maxine Bennett

Soloist

Carma C. Hostettler

Pianist

Elsie P. McLaughlin

Pianist

This year's organization founded itself with the same group as last year, with
the exception of one member who was lost by graduation.
As a whole the club has profited by its previous year's experience and has consistently tried to improve its method of work. This year each speaking member of
the club was required to take a course in the preparation and delivery of sermons.
This class proved to be very helpful to those participating in it.
At the beginning of the year the club renovated a vacant room in the Carnegie
Library building and moved the entire Seminary Library to this room. This gave
those needing reference books on religion a convenient place to read them and also
opened the way for various people to give religious books to the Seminary.
The club has presented services at the following churches this year: Union City,
Indiana; Greenville, Camden, Covington, Xenia, Spring Valley, South Charleston,
Dayton, Selma and various other churches in this section of the country.

First row: Spencer, M. Bennett, Hostetler, E. Bennett, Grube.
Second row: Rev. Williams, Burkert, Rev. Boyer, Dean Steele, Trubee, McLaughlin, Angell.
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Anderson, Cultice, Beuhler, Trubee.

WHISPERING CEDARS
Due to the efforts of many loyal Cedarvillians, the school paper was revived last year and
given the name "Whispering Cedars." Attempt was made this year to show true college life
with its victories and defeats. As the year draws to a close we hope that we have made some
heart happier, righted some wrong, or helped someone to live better. For after all we do not
live by bread alone but by associations direct and indirect. The staff for this year was composed of Lois Cultice, editor; James Anderson business manager; Donald Beuhler, sports
editor; John Gillespie and Franklin Trubee, features editors.

WOMEN'S ADVISORY BOARD
When there is a need for some change or improvement about the college there is one
group of faithful women who are willing to lend their help, the Women's Advisory Board.
During May, 1934, the women provided the needed amount to have the office redecorated.
We now have one of the finest equipped offices of any small school. During the past year
the women have served two bounteous banquets, the Homecoming and Alumni. The manner
in which those present at these banquets ate shows that the Women's Advisory Board can
prepare a delicious meal. We sincerely thank them for all the help they have given the
college in the past.
First row: Clemans, Iliff, Stormont, McChesney, Oglesbee, Elias, Hartman.
Second row: Richards, Dobbins, McMillian, Townsley, Johnson, Hostetler, Kuehrmann, Steele, Auld,
Wright.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The Boys Physical Education class this year was composed of 31 members, who
met from 3:45 until 4:30 every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon.
A program of calisthenics, tumbling, soccer, volley-ball, basketball, and soft-ball
was carried out.
Often throughout the year many different exercises in calisthenics and tumbling
were used to get muscles loosened up and also to help build stronger muscles throughout the body.
Last fall much of the time was spent in playing soccer. Most of the games
were played among ourselves by choosing up sides. All the boys took a great interest in this sport and the many games of our own were enjoyed very much. Late
in the fall we scheduled a game with the physical education class of Antioch, and
after a hard fought game, Antioch won by a small margin. This game was so successful that two weeks later we had a game against the Antioch faculty, and another
hard battle ended in a tie. We do not hear a great deal about soccer in this section
of the country, but nevertheless it proved very successful as a part of our program.
In early winter and also rainy days during the fall the period was spent playing
volleyball. Each day the class was divided into four groups, and after playing three
games a different championship team was crowned each week. A team, composed
of J. Richards, C. Chamberlain, W. Linton, R. Taylor, J. Waddle, H. Wallace, and
Coach Ault, played several games against the students and faculty of the high
school and were usually successful in bringing home the bacon.
During the winter the class spent most of the time playing basketball, part of
the time choosing up sides and playing each other, and the rest of the time playing
against the varsity. •
In the Spring we played soft-ball and also helped get the baseball diamond in
shape and keep it that way.
Throughout the year the physical education class has had a very varied program
and also one that has been helpful and interesting to everyone.
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GIRLS GYM
Girls' Gym started with the shout of "Attention!" from our director, Dorothy
Anderson. With our toes on the white line we answered present for the first time.
The class donned blue gym suits and did as dear teacher told us. Some days
we were quite fantastic and did interpretive dancing. Why, who knows but one
of us will be the successor of some famous dancer some day.
We played volley ball and aerial darts until the fad for kick-ball came along.
Then the ball was kicked from one end of the gym to the other, hitting ceiling and
seats. At times we even threatened to knock a few boys off the platform.
We had an excellent basketball team this year winning a few games during the
season. Just ask the High School girls if they didn't have stiff competition when it
came to basketball. We really kept them jumping.
When it came to soft ball we didn't do so bad either. We had quite a few
eminent players including our pitchers and catchers who proved to us that they did
know the game.
Our poor director became so tired and hoarse from yelling at us that she had
to have a new voice in the form of "wee" Helen Hageman to carry on. The menaces
of the class have caused our dear "Dot" much concern. In some instances we were
afraid that our silly remarks and acts would be quieted by the slap of a hand mightier
than ours, but she was patient and endured a lot.
We all wish to thank Dorothy for her kindness and consideration along with the
patience of Job. We also wish to commend her on the ability to hold her temper.
Not many of us could "take it'' as she has done.
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SOCCER 1934
Soccer was originally organized as a fall sport for the men's gym class but was
gradually taken up by other students. It was found to be great fun kicking the ball
from one end of the field to the other. If it wasn't the ball that was being kicked
it was possibly someone's shins. Although Potee was the ''Tarzan'' of the group, little
Byron Wallace was the "honorary" scrapper.
Regular practice was held on Tuesdays and Thursdays of each week with some
twenty-five men reporting. After putting each to the trial and error method, Coach
Ault found some promising players.
The squad engaged Antioch in two games which were of lightning speed and
kept you on your toes. The score of the first game was 3-3, and the second game
against Antioch faculty ended again a tie 3-3.
As a fall sport this game has every chance of establishing itself in Cedarville.
Although it was played as an intra-mural game, someday we might be able to connect it up intercollegiately to replace our lost football team.

INTRA-MURAL BASKETBALL
An inte,esting event at the end of the basketball season was the class tournament. Due to the scarcity of players the varsity players were allowed to play.
In the first game the Juniors played the Freshmen. Because of the basketshooting of Cummings in the first half the Freshmen won 28 to 19.
In spite of some long shots by Walter Linton, a Senior, the Sophomores, who
were the favorites, defeated the Seniors 34 to 28. Joe Waddle and Harry Wallace
starred for the Sophomores.
In the final game the Sophomores crushed the Freshmen 48 to 19: the Freshmen
making a grand total of two points the first half. Each team played their substitutes
the last five minutes of the game.
These intra-mural tournaments each year go to develop a spirit of close relationship on the floor as well as in the classroom.
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First row: E. Reed, Burkert, H. Murray, Garlough.
Second row: Coach Ault, J. Waddle, H. Wallace, Chamberlain, Brigham, Christian, Linton, B.
Wallace, Gillespie, Tindall—Mgr.

BASKETBALL SEASON 1934-1935
Cedarville basketeers were able to defeat but one team on their schedule this
year. They defeated Springfield Third Lutherans twice. This team was composed
of quite a few siars, inc!uding Rader, all state center in 1933, and Doughman, former
Springfield High Ace.
Somewhat handicapped by injuries the plucky survivors managed to give stiff
battles to Bluffton and Rio Grande, losing by one point to the former and two points
to the latter.
The Homecoming game this year was played with Defiance; at that time the
only undefeated team in the state. Coach Ault's charges gave the Defiance men
a hard battle before the large homecoming crowd but size, ability, and experience
conquered giving the lads from the North a 31 to 21 decision over the Orange and
Blue.
Cedarville, though landing in the cellar of the Northwestern Ohio Conference,
was honored by having Joe Waddle, stellar forward, placed on the first all-conference
team, and Harry Wallace, guard, given honorable mention. Both boys are sophomores and will be back next year, furnishing the nucleus of the 1935-36 team. Ed.
Brigham, lanky center who made a good showing for his first season of basketball
will be back with more experience next year.
The team loses Carl Ferguson and Gilbert Christian by graduation.
Letters were awarded to Christian, Ferguson, Waddle, Wallace and Brigham.
With the development of a number of freshmen we are looking forward to a
better season for 1935-1936.
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THE HOME COMING
Many faithful friends, former students, students, and faculty turned out for the
Home Coming this year. And all of their time and energy was not spent in vain,
for we believe the banquet this year was a bigger and a better one than ever
before. A delicious dinner was served by the advisory board. During the dinner
former students and also some of our present students presented several musical
numbers. Among them was, "The Rosary", a duet sung by Mrs. Corry and Mary
Ruth Wham. Also, numbers were given by the Girls Trio, Girls' Glee Club, and
Boys' Quartet. Dr. McChesney then welcomed the friends and students. The
Cedarville College Basketball Team met Defiance College in a fast and furious game.
Although our boys lost the game by several points, the team did not lack fighting
spirit. Now that the Home Coming is over we say "Cedarville is growing, let's all
come and visit her again next year."

SEASON'S SCORES
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At

Cincinnati
Cedarville
Wilberforce
Defiance
Cedarville
Bluffton
Wilmington
Rio Grande
Cedarville
Springfield
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Total

Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville

18
28
17
23
22
19
15
13
21
27
37
29
19
288

St. Xavier
Springfield Third Lutheran
Wilberforce
Defiance
Wilmington
Bluffton .
Wilmington
Rio Grande
Defiance
Springfield Third Lutheran
Bluffton
Rio Grande
Wilberforce
Total

47
19
26
41
39
40
25
23
31
26
38
31
40
426
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First row: Burkert, manager; Rife, Garlough, Christian, R. Murray, J. Waddle.
Second row: B. Wallace, Gillespie, P. Reed, H. Wallace, King, Ross, Potee, Coach Ault.

BASEBALL 1934
Coach Ault and his exponents of the horsehide sphere entered into a total of
eight contests on the diamond, three of them against conference opponents, emerging with a lone victory against Defiance. From the standpoint of games won, last
season could not be regarded as very successful, but much credit is due to the team
for their gallant fighting waged against great odds.
Letters were awarded to H. Murray, J. Murray, Hargrave, Christian, Mills,
Ackerman, Cappola, Garlough, and Harriman.
We enter into the '35 season minus the services of Hargrave, J. Murray, and H.
Murray, lost to us by graduation. However, there remains a valuable nucleus from
last year's team which will be augmented by promising freshman material.
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EARLHAM
An eighth inning let-down cost the team a victory in its initial encounter of the
season against Earlhame at Richmond, April 28, the final score being 6-5.
BOWLING GREEN
On May 4, the Cedarville nine journeyed to Bowling Green for a contest with
Coach Ault's Alma Mater. In spite of superb pitching on the part of Turner and a
triple by Waddle, Cedarville emerged from this hotly contested battle on the short
end of a 2-1 score.
DEFIANCE

The next day the Yellowjackets, tired by the stiff game of the preceding day.
met Defiance in a listless game, losing by the score of 14-2.
EARLHAM—MAY 12
Again the boys could not get going, and the Quakers from Earlham eked out
a 3-0 victory over Cedarville who put up a game battle.
WILBERFORCE—May 18
As many games with Wilberforce have been hectic slugfests, this one proved to
be no exception. However, Cedarville failed to slug enough and in spite of two
home runs by Cappola we were again denied victory losing 16-10.
BLUFFTON—MAY 21
Bluffffton's Beavers invaded our diamond staying long enough to hand us a 7-2
defeat. By this time it seemed to Cedarville that we were heckled by a jinx.
DEFIANCE—MAY 26
The "Aultmen" come into their own! The boys, not to be denied this time,
smarting perhaps under the memory of that 14-2 defeat at Defiance, slugged their
way to a 10-8 victory in the classic game of the year, climaxed by a Frank Merriwell
finish when Mills, on his last chance, poled out a homer with two men on base.
WILBERFORCE--JUNE I
Our annual Cedar Day game with Wilberforce proved to be disastrous to Cedarville. The colored boys from down the road swamped the Yellow Jackets under a
vertiable barrage of hits, runs, and what have you to win. 22-4 tells the sad but
true story.
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First row: B. Wallace, Spencer, Long, Gordon, W. Waddle, E. Reed.
Second row: E. Corry, Donaldson.

TENNIS '34-35
The tennis team which was ably captained by Harriman, met with some stiff
competition in the season's schedule in 1933-34, winding up with a hard-fought victory
over Wilmington on Cedar Day. Nevertheless, the team has lined up under the
leadership of Harriman and another difficult schedule for the spring has been arranged; meeting Antioch, Bluffton, Otterbein, Wilbereforce, Defiance, and Wilmington.
A bright future seems to be near for the tennis team, due to the added interest
that has been shown by the student body. There were several new faces and many
old ones: on the court last fall; and among these was some very promising material.
In addition to the members of last year's squad (Waddle, Corry, Donaldson, Spencer,
Harriman, and Harry Wallace) there are several others who will participate in the
matches: Eugene Reed, Byron Wallace, Joseph Long and Herbert Cummings.
SCHEDULE AND SCORES FOR 1934
At
At
At
At
At

Antioch
Otterbein
Wilmington
Cedarville
Cedarville
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Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville

3
2
5
4
2

Antioch
Otterbein
Wilmington
Wilmington
Antioch

4
5
2
3
5

CHEERLEADERS
Whenever there's a sport where yelling is needed one can always find someone
willing to yell. This is what our two cheerleaders, "Bill" Waddle and Harry Sinks,
found out at the opening basketball game this year, When Harry said, "Everybody,
the Skyrocket", we were all ready to whistle and open our throats for a good long yell.
"Bill" could bring out a sound from the deepest bass to the highest soprano.
As Dr. Mac would say, "It's his exuberant nature that makes 'Bill' so full of pep."
Although the boys' team was successful in winning a few games this year, I think
they will have to credit some of them to the spirit shown by the students who attended.

Cheerleaders . . . SINKS and WADDLE

ZZZZZZZZZZ

C-E-D-A-R-V-I-L-L-E

BOOM!

C-E-D-A-R -V-I-L-L-E
C-E-D-A-R-V-I-L-L-E

Ah

Yea, Cedarville
Cedarville—RAH

Orange and Blue, Fight, Fight
Orange and Blue, Fight, Fight
Who Fight? You Fight!
Orange and Blue, Fight, Fight

When you're up, you're up,
When you're down, you're down,
When Cedarville meets you
You're upside down.
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A WORD FROM THE COACH
Athletics is but one branch of a larger group of activities which we call physical
education. Of the different branches, however, athletics receives the most attention from the public and consequently, from that point of view overshadows the
rest of the program.
The objectives of physical education are quite varied, but in athletics we find
an opportunity to develop character, skill, and perseverance under the stress of
competition. To develop our skill and endurance to as great a degree as possible,
to play the game fairly, to win without bragging, and lose with good grace; these
are the objectives which we strive to attain.
I take great pride in dealing with the athletic teams of this college, not because
of their victories but because of their spirit and type of play. Each man on the
team, no matter what sport you may pick, is willing to do and give the best that
is in him. Nowhere in the state of Ohio will you find a cleaner group of athletes
than you will find in Cedarville College. We have no boys going here to school just
to play in sports, for all of our athletes are as keen in the classroom as on the basketball floor or baseball diamond.
Although this year has not been so glorious for victories as in the past, the boys
have not lost their spirit. They are all eager to play the game not for the praise
they may receive but because they love it.
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- - FEATURES

FEATURES OF 1934 1935
FRESHMAN WEEK
Green hair ribbons, dangling ear-rings, aprons, dripping boys, and people
walking about backwards—what does all this mean? It means that its ''Freshman
Week" at Cedarville College. It was rather hard on the freshmen to answer the
requests of the upper-classmen, especially when those dignitaries demanded that
the girls neither have dates nor use ''make-up" for a whole week.
Although we seemed to put up an awful fuss about doing the demands of the
upper-classmen, we really did have a good time after all. It was amusing to see a
boy walking down the street carrying a bucket loaded with books, and his pant legs
rolled up to his knees. It was probably amusing to the boys to see us girls wearing
"pig-tails" down our backs, wearing one low heel and one high heeled shoe at the
same time, and one stocking and an anklet.
No doubt the whole town was amused when we were requested to take an
empty bucket, a pole and string, and sit on the curb and fish saying all the time the
verse about "Simple Simon." Had a visitor dropped into town at that very moment
he would have thought this a very unusual college housing a few with low I. Q's.
The climax of the week came with the tug-of-war at Willow Bend, between the
Freshman and Sophomore boys. The losers, the Freshmen, went splashing amid the
groans of the Freshman class and the delighted shouts of the upper-classmen.
M. E. CHURCH PARTY
Tuesday night, September 25, the college students and faculty members assembled at the Methodist Church. The young people of the Epworth League had a
fine array of games which kept all the guests entertained for several hours. New
friendships were struck up and those which had been developing for the last twenty
days ,bloomed forth in all their glory. "Many thanks" should be given to the hard
working Leaguers for this pleasant social event.
Y. MIXER
Before the school year had progressed very far the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W.
C. A. joined forces in giving the Y. Mixer in order that students new and old, as
well as the faculty, might become better acquainted.
Various games and stunts were played, such as nicknaming any given individual
by writing your choice of nomenclature on a slip of paper pinned to his back.
After all had gathered round the punch bowl and partook of fruit punch and
cakes, the mixer was over, leaving each better acquainted with the other.
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"THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR"
The Senior Class play, "The Thirteenth Chair," was
presented Thursday, May 31, 1934, in the Opera House.
The play proved to be a real thriller with seances, murdcrs, and knives dropping from the celing, but finally
the murderer confessed.
THE CAST:

Mrs. H. B. Vanderpool
Secretary to the President

Helen O'Neill
Jane West
Will Crosby
Lloyal Ross
Mrs. Crosby
Margaret Berk
Roscoe Crosby
Robert Ross
Edward Wales
Paul McLaughlin
Mary Eastwood
Nina Stevenson
Helen Trent
Lois Cultice
Braddish Trent
John Murray
Grace Standish
Virginia Watkins
Howard Standish
Kenneth Ferryman
Philip Mason
Joseph Hargrave
Elizabeth Erskine
Beatrice Pyles
Pollock
Homer Murray
Rosalie La Grange
Doris Hartman
Tim Donahue
Walter Kilpatrick
Sergeant Dunn
John Mills
Doolan
George Kenfield
Music was furnished by the 0. S. and S. 0. Home Band,
Mrs. Work, Eleanor Bull, and Dorotha Corry.

JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET
The Juniors of '34 entertained seventy-five sdniors, faculty and guests at the Calana Inn,
Lawrenceville, Ohio, on the evening of May 10.
After the banquet a round of golf was enjoyed by all the guests. The tables were decorated with small golf clubs, and golf tees served as mint cups.
Robert Harriman presided as toastmaster, and the round began. The welcome was given
by Carl Ferguson, and Robert Ross responded in behalf of the Senior Class. Maxine Bennett
started the round with "The First Drive," Paul Rife then continued the "Middle Course," and
Ralph Tindall concluded with "Driving Toward the Setting Sun."
Dr. McChesney closed the program with some very appropriate remarks.
HALLOWE'EN PARTY
Amidst the howls and shrieks of goblins and ghosts there assembled a serene group of
sedate Cedarville College would-be students.
This entertainment was sponsored by the Y. W. C. A. The gym was decorated in orange
and black crepe paper. Lights were dimly lit and phantom shapes roamed throughout the
room.
The grand procession was for choosing those who were dressed in the best fashion to
carry out the Hallowe'en idea. The first prize was ta':en by Gene Reed. He was cleverly
dressed as a colored sheik. Lois Cultice took second honors by parading in a foreign costume.
The fair Spanish senorita was beautiful to behold. Last but not least was John Richards and
his idiosyncrasies. John, with her feminine ways, charmingly graced the arm of her dear husband, Kathleen Miller. They brought their dear loved ones, Christina Jones and Bill Waddle,
twins, and what a cunning picture they were!
Dr. Mac delved into the past and vividly quickened our imagination by grotesque horrors of the powers to be.
Refreshments proved to be quite refreshing.
The party sang "Adieu, Kind Friend, Adieu" and left for their respective homes.
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CEDARVILLE COLLEGE CROWN CLUB
This club was organized several years ago for the purpose of honoring those in high scholastic standing. The number therein has grown steadily as the years have passed, showing
that the students of Cedarville Co'lege are desirous of ranking high in their studies.
We want to welcome these new members into our ranks as a result of the commencement
of 1934—
Glenna Basore
Margaret Berk
Josephine Orr Hill
Carma Hostetler
Paul McLaughlin

Beatrice Pyles
John Murray
Nina Stevenson
Ralph Tindall
Jane West

Y. W. WELCOME TEA
At the annual Welcome Tea sponsored by the Y. W. C. A. at the home of the president,
Carma Hostetler, on September 6th, the girls renewed old acquaintances and formed new
friendships. Although many of the freshman g iris had left friends and relatives at home, they
learned many new faces and names of those w!-Ion :hey would associate with while at college.
As the guests sipped their tea, a lovely program was enjoyed. A beautiful piano number
was played by Dorotha Corry. Anna Jane Wham sang sweetly "An Old Violin." Miss Basore entertained the group with two readings, first a humorous account of "Marie's Return
Home From a Finishing School," and then urged smiles through the words of Edgar Guest.
The strains of Eleanor Bull's violin ended the program. Each girl left the tea looking forward
to a pleasant year in Y. W. work.

GIRLS' BIBLE READING CONTEST
The annual Bible Reading Contest for College Girls was held Sabbath evening, March 31,
at the United Presbyterian Church. Each girl did her best to make it a successful and worth
while evening. As there were no money prizes for all sixteen contestants, each girl was presented with a lovely testament.
The prizes were distributed to the following contestants: First—Eleanor Bull; second—
Georgia Skinnell; third—Rebecca Biggs; fourth—Betty Fisher; and fifth—Mary Linton.
We surely wish to thank Miss Margaret Rife for her generosity in awarding the prizes
each year to the winning contestants.

BACCALAUREATE SERVICES 1934
As one of the activities of the Fortieth Anniversary
Week the Baccalaureate Service with its impressiveness
and sincerity was not the least important by any means.
The address was to have been given by Dr. David
McKinney, the grand old President of Cedarville College. But due to his sudden death just a few weeks before, his son, the Rev. D. Earle McKinney, attempted to
fill his father's place and delivered a very impressive
sermon.
Music for the service was furnished by Anna Jane
Wham and the Girls' Glee Club.

Frank Owens,
Custodian
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How we doing?

o

In an old fashioned
garden

o

It used to be 'round
and 'round the Liberty
Pole; now its round
and 'round our May Pole

o

Try this on your piano!
0
Scotties
o
No fair! He's guarding
with both hands. Hit
him, Camera

o

Won't you come to our
party?

i

"Grad" Parade
10:00 A. M.

We may not look it but
we all studied at C. C.

C-See-Sea-Si
(C.C.C.C.)

Dr. M. Earl Collins,
President of Tarkio
College and Our
President.

Doctors of Divinity

Same Parade
10:01 A. M.

Evangeline
by
Longfellow

Woman's place is in the
home, but Gordon thinks
she ought to roam.

"How I Like It
by
William Shakespeare

i AR Plovv o
CLOSE. P.:A
k
Epratt UmER,.a. PLEASE -pky

coDuc.7ok
v-ript.R Tot

The Campus Chariot

The most frequented
place in town

Ella Nors

Faithful Frank

The President's Home
on Xenia Avenue

Hare's one piece of the
Mock Wedding, boys,
you don't have to pay
for.

Mrs. Conley's little girls

The Silver Tongued
Orator"
W. S. Kilpatrick

Angell food

Sir Walter's Rally

Don't bother us.
Were all tied up.

Tug of war at Willow
Bend. Did the "Frosh"
get wet?

Kentucky Kernels

"Dusty" Miller

Fireman Kearney
waiting for "Doc's"
melodious voice
to call supper.

MOCK WEDDING
What's the matter with the boys? Why all the long faces? What! did you say the girls
had a mock wedding and you couldn't do anything about it? They had it following the Y.
W. Cabaret?
This is how it happened. Following the final number on Mary Pickford's program, Mrs.
Work, Miss Anna Jane Wham, and Miss Ruth West presented a short musical program consisting of, "At Dawning" and "1 Love You Truly," after which Mrs. Work played Lohengrin's
"Wedding March" from Wagner. To the strains of this march Mr. L. Robe, groom, and his
best man, Mr. C. Hostetler, followed the Rev. Mr. C. Mount up the aisle to the altar banked
with ferns and lighted by tall tapers in silver ca-ndelabra.
The bridesmaids, Misses K. Miller, H. Nelson, D. Corry, J. MacKnight, dressed in lovely
pastel shades, with corsages of sweet peas, preceded the bride up the aisle. The maid of
honor, Miss Mary Lou McLaughlin, followed dressed also in a pastel shade and with a corsage
of sweet peas.
Miss Lois Bradley, as flower girl, was dressed in pink and scattered rose petals in the
pathway of the bride.
The little ring bearer, M. Linton, carried the ring proudly in a Calla Lily.
The bride, Miss Eleanor Bull, was dressed in a long, white satin gown with a court train
and wore a lovely veil of lace, with white accessories. She came slowly up the aisle with her
father, Mr. H. Ritenour, who gave her away.
Those who escorted the wedding party to the altar were Messrs. W. Chenoweth, M. Labig, M. Bennett, and 0. Brill.
The bride's mother, Miss Mary C. Probasco, was dressed in dark blue.
So this caused all the excitement. We're sorry you didn't enoy the ring side seats which
we gave you, boys. Maybe you'll enjoy it more the next time. We are looking forward to
next year when another bride will solemnly plight her troth.

FACULTY RECEPTION
The students and friends of Cedarville College were invited to the Annual Faculty Reception May 30, 1934.
The students, under the able direction of Dean Louise T. Heintz, presented a pagent,
"America the Beautiful," based on the song of the same name by Katharine Lee Bates. They
were assisted by a robed chorus and an orchestra under the supervision of Margaret J. Work,
the College Music Director.
After the pageant the traditional punch bowl was surrounded and the youth of the college
attempted to satisfy their unquenchable thirst.

U. P. PARTY
On Thursday night, September 13, the en tire student body and faculty members were
guests of the Young People's Society of the U. P. Church. A new get-together game was
inaugurated. Couples marched through the streets and business establishments of Cedarville
guided by the hand of Mrs. Work. Many of the acquaintances made during this moonlight
march will remain for many years to come. Other games were played and enjoyed throughout the evening and when it was over, all could say it was a fine reception.

MEN'S BIBLE READING CONTEST
The annual men's Bible Reading Contest was held in the local Methodist Episcopal Church
on Sabbath evening, November 4, 1934, before a filled church. This year as last, the prize
of fifteen dollars was divided among five readers instead of only three. The college and the
winners are very grateful to Dr. C. M. Ritchie of Cedarville, the donor of the prize money
for the men's contest. The winners in the order in which they placed were: Paul Angell, James
Anderson, Joseph West, Eugene Corry, and Franklin L. Trubee.
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CEDRUS PLAY
After a lot of hard work and strenuous practice, the Cedrus Play proved to be a success.
Every man, even a bachelor professor, is subject to a lady's charm. Though he stoutly declared himself a woman-hater he nevertheless throws over his resolutions to never be bossed
by the fair sex on the disturbing interference of a woman's smile. This happened to the three
young professors in "Bachelor House.''
Three professors, Robert Harriman, as Larry; Ralph Tindall, as Tommy; and Joseph West,
as Darty, will not be forgotten as they were taken in by three lovely ladies, Luella Robe, as
Aunt Kate, the would-be housekeeper; Mary Waddle, as Rose, who pretended heart attacks in
order to stay near Tommy; and Carma Hostetler, as Edith, who was a former admirer of
Da rty.
The comical side of the play was made hilarious by the antics of the Swedish housekeeper,
"HuIda," played by Eleanor Bull, and her grocery boy lover, "Oley," played by Russell Murray. We cannot forget HuIda's little sister, a trifle dumber than HuIda, portrayed by Harriet
Ritenour. Let us not overlook the match making Doctor Rumsell, played by Donald Burkert.
Many comments were heard about the play after it was given, so those who took part in
the play feel well paid for their efforts.

COMMENCEMENT 1934
Commencement activities closed the Fortieth Anniversary week for Cedarville College.
The exercises were held in the Opera House on Saturday, June 2.
The processional started from the Library led by Eleanor Bull and Carl Ferguson. There
were eighteen seniors, eight graduates of the two-year course and one graduate in music.
The honors conferred were in keeping with the celebration: two summa cum laudes, Lois
Cultice and Ruth West; nine magna cum laudes, Glenna Basore, Margaret Berk, Doris Hartman, Walter Kilpatrick, John Murray, Beatrice Pyles, Regena Smith, Nina Stevenson and Jane
West; one cum laude, Paul McLaughlin; five Doctors of Divinity, David J. Brigham; Walter
Avis Condon, William Hawthorne, Robert L. Hutchinson, and Philip J. May; one Doctor of
Laws, Roy H. Brown.
The address was delivered by the President of Tarkio College and one of Cedarville's
own graduates—M. Earl Collins. It was both entertaining and educational.
The music was furnished by an ensemble f-om Xenia.

CEDAR DAY 1934
All friends of Cedarville for miles around gather for the festive occasion of the year,
Cedar Day. The Cedar Day celebration held in connection with the Fortieth anniversary week
was one of the best in the history of the college.
Regina Smith, the lovely May Queen, was crowned by the queen of the preceding year
—Doris Swaby. She made a very pretty picture with her attendants grouped about her on
a daisy trimmed throne.
The orator of the day, Walter Kilpatrick, delivered an oration both entertaining and
inspiring, fitting the occasion.
There followed a program of dances and music for the entertainment of all. An Elizabethan dance, a dance of the Cherry Bloom, Scotch Dance, Minuet, Dutch Dance, Parasol
Dance, Cannibal Dance, and the Maypole Dance—were beautiful in their costumes and settings.
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"SHIRT SLEEVES"
On Thursday evening, April I I, the Junior Class presented the three act comedy, "Shirt
Sleeves," at the Opera House.
The local high school orchestra under the direction of Professor Reed presented a program of popular music. They also furnished the music between acts with Frances Patton, a
member of the orchestra, doing several dance numbers.
As the curtain parted we found the setting of the play in the Rand home. The members
of the family were Franklin Rand (Joe West); Julia, his wife (Olive Brill); Diana, their daughter
(Wilma Chenoweth); Donald, their son (Charles Chamberlain); and their mischievous twins, Esther (Mary Linton), and "Ted" (Donald Burkert). Other members of the cast included Kitty
(Harriet Ritenour), the Rand maid, who was in love with the milkman, Elmer (Verner Garlough); Richard Crandall (Eugene Corry), the crooked business man who finally was exposed by
Margie Scanlon (Mildred Labig), the heroine, who later married Donald Rand. Clarissa Scott
(Anna Jane Wham) and Midge Waring (Lois Bradley) were two friends of Diana. Norman
Aldrich (Russell Murray) turned out to be more than a "fair weather friend" of Diana's. Alpha
(Julia McCallister) and "Omega" (Mary C. Probasco) came to the Rand Auction sale and were
dismissed with one of "Ted's" wisecracks. The sale was cried by the auctioneer (Paul Reed).
Russell Murray and Paul Reed, the baggage men, stopped moving trunks long enough to flirt
with Kitty.
The Rands were a typical pre-depression r.ch family, and were very solicitous of their children. When their money was lost in a bank failure, they all learned the true value of life and
in the end Mr. Rand secured a new position; t'ien happy days were "just around the corner."

SUMMER SCHOOL
The 1934 summer session of Cedarville College began on June 11 and continued until
August 18. There was a slight increase over former years because of the two terms. Although
the weather was torrid and not conducive to study, everyone felt by the end of the term that
they had accomplished something worth while.
A variety of subjects was offered, the most popular course being the practice teaching.
Thirty-five boys and girls were enrolled in the elementary school conducted by the practice
teachers.
At the close of each session a brief commencement exercise was held at which time the
certificates and diplomas were handed out by the director, Prof. Hostetler.
The faculty for the summer session was composed of Dr. McChesney, Prof. Hostetler,
Supt. Warner of Bath Township High School; Miss Carrie Rife, Principal of Cedarville High
School; Mrs. Robert Jacobs, Mrs. Walter Corry, and Prof. 0. W. Kuehrmann.

Y. W. COMMITTAL SERVICE
Once more the Y. W. C. A. participated in the beautiful Committal service given in
memory of Frances McChesney, the author.
In a candle-lighted church, amid flowers and ferns, the girls consecrated their lives to
Christian Service, accepting the blue triangle with its three-fold life. Some were taking the
Y. W. vow for the first time, others were only renewing that vow.
Carma Hostetler, as Y. W. president, led the girls in the beautiful candlelight recessional,
all singing "Follow the Gleam."

Y. W. CHRISTMAS PARTY
At the Y. W. Christmas party held December 18th, an undercurrent of excitement and
expectation surged, for the girls were soon to learn the identity of that "Pal" who had been
so mysteriously slipping or leaving lovely gifts and doing kind deeds.
The world outside spoke of Christmas, for a soft blanket of snow had fallen. Eleanor
Bull, the hostess, had beautifully carried out the spirit of Christmas in decorating. Tall tapers
sent forth their white light, and in one room a large tree twinkled with many colored lights.
The evening was filled with fun and merriment. After gifts were unwrapped and the identity
of the mysterious "Pal" disclosed, a lovely lurcheon was served.
The Y. W. thanks Eleanor and Mrs. Bull for another enjoyable party.
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CEDARVILLE COLLEGE
GET A COLLEGE TRAINING
The times demand it.
The results justify it.
COME TO CEDARVILLE COLLEGE
The location is healthful and beautiful.
The opportunities are fine and inspiring.
The courses are complete and modern.
The influences are safe and helpful.
The expenses are lower than at many other places.
The students are possessed of high ideals and practice
them.
The Faculty is experienced and thoroughly trained.
THE COLLEGE is recognized by the Department of
Public Education of the State of Ohio, and by the leading universities.
IN CEDARVILLE COLLEGE you can get preparation
for any pursuit in life.
A large Freshman class is to enroll in September. The
prospects for a record-breaking attendance are splendid.
A fine place for Summer School, two sessions, June 10
July 13, and July I5-August 17, 1935.

FORTY-FIRST YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER I I, 1935
For catalogue and further particulars, address

W. R. McCHESNEY, Ph. D., D. D., PRESIDENT
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
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C. C. CALENDAR 1934-1935
Sept. 3 and 4. Registration of the "limited" 200.
Sept. 5. Gowdy gives opening address. Off to a good start.
Sept. 9. C. C. Convocation.
Sept. 10. Freshman Feed at Anderson's. Who hit Bennett?
Sept. I I. Y. M. and Y. W. Mixer at Gym. Freshies pepped up.i What's your
nickname,
Sept. 13. U. P.'s entertain college all over town.
Sept. 18-21. Freshman Week, nice rides, lollypops, fisherman's luck. Sophs dunk
Freshies!
Sept. 25. M. E. college party. Good time enjoyed by all.
Sept. 29. Presbyterians celebrate 125th anniversary.
Oct.

2. Moderator Hannum speaks at chapel.

Oct.

5. Soccer game—C. C. 3, Antioch 3. Oh my shins!

Oct. 19. Soccer, again—C. C. 3, Antioch Profs. 3. Hard on professional dignities.
Oct. 21. Monks open season. Ansonia and Union City

JEAN D. PATTON

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

FORD

SCHARDT FLORIST

SALES—SERVICE

251 BELLBROOK AVE.
Phone 553-R
XENIA, OHIO

CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Phone 8

PAUL EDWARDS
DODGE—PLYMOUTH
SALES AND SERVICE

R. D. ADAIR.CO.
XENIA
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OHIO

i
I

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS TO THE 1935 "CEDRUS"

THE OHIO INDEPENDENT OIL CO.
Distributors for

FLEET-WING GASOLINE—MOTOR OIL—U. S. TIRES & BATTERIES

OHIO

PHONE 68

CEDARVILLE

CUMMINGS & CRESNIELL
COAL — FEED — GRAIN — SEED — WOOL
LIVE STOCK
Office Phone 100
Stock Yards Phone 78

CEDARVILLE, OHIO

HAMMAN DAIRY

The

MILK

CRITERION

SINGLE AND WHIPPING
CREAM

Value First Clothiers

Phone I97-R3

XENIA, OHIO
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TIN SHOP

HARDWARE

CANDY KITCHEN

A. E. HUEY

"Best Candy in Town"
XENIA

ROOFING AND REPAIR WORK
Phone 2-128

OHIO

OHIO

CEDARVILLE

CROUSE'S GROCERY STORE
FRUIT —

MEAT —

VEGETABLES

PHONE 40
OHIO

CEDARVILLE

12:00 A. M.—Bossy in the Gym. McClain and his cohorts foiled.
Spooks, witches, and what have you.
Men's Bible Reading Contest. An Angell first.
Armistice. Monks at Dayton and Xenia.
4:00 P. M. Thanksgiving vacation. Everyone going home for the thigh.
Turkey and such. Tummy ache?
Cedrus Play—Bachelor House. Were those professors roped in!
C. C. feminine songsters go to Carlisle.
Basketball season opens. C. C. 29, Third Lutheran 18. Goody for our
side.
Dec. 20. Whoopee! Christmas Vacation! Dear old Santa Claus is coming to
town!
Jan. 5. Helen Baker becomes Mrs. Vanderpool.
Jan. 7. Helen takes a cattle car ride.
Oct. 31.
Oct. 31.
Nov. 4.
Nov. II.
Nov. 28.
Nov. 29.
Dec. 4.
Dec. 9.
Dec. 18.

A philanthropist is a man who takes from one set of people and gives it to
another.

XENIA NATIONAL BANK
MAIN AND DETROIT

MAIN 114
XENIA, OHIO
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PHOTOGRAPHY

AXEL BAHNSEN

THE PICTURE SHOP
Yellow Springs, Ohio

Phone 107

Consider tk poor fish—if he didn't open his mouth he icouldn't get caught.,
Jan. 8. School again. Back to the long grind. Exams ahead.
Jan. 15-17. Woe were we. Professors ask too many questions. Semester exams.
Wonder if I flunked?
Jan. 21. Second semester registration. Hinton returns. Enrollment increases.
Feb. I. Day of Prayer. Chestnut speaks. No school.
Feb. 2. Homecoming. We lose to Defiance. Tough break!
Feb. 9. Encounter Bluffton on the hardwood. C. C.-37, Bluffton-38. What,
again?
Feb. 16. C. C.-29, Rio Grande-3I. Curses!
Feb. 17. Glee Club sings at Dayton. Advertise the college, girls.
Feb. 19. C. C. at Wilberforce. C. C.—I9, Wilberforce-40. Oh, well, such is
life!
Feb. 22. Washington's birthday. No school.
Feb. 22-23. Debate teams go to North Manchester to engage in verbal combat.
We win 5 out of 10.
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DEPENDABLE

REASONABLE

DAY AND NIGHT

WRECKING SERVICE

WOLFORD'S AUTO SERVICE
Phone 2-25

Cedarville. Ohio

C. E. MASTERS
GROCERY AND MEAT
Phone 44

Cedarville

DR. 0. P. ELIAS
DENTIST
NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE YOUR TEETH FIXED
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Phone 2-49 Exchange Bank Bldg.

THE CEDARVILLE HERALD
Commercial — Catalog
JOB PRINTING
LET US GIVE YOU AN ESTIMATE ON YOUR PRINTING

TELEPHONES 46-170

CUMMINGS CHEVROLET SALES

CEDARVILLE

SOUTH MAIN STREET

OHIO

JOHNSTON MOTOR SALES
AUTOMOBILES AND ACCESSORIES
North Detroit Street
CHRYSLER
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XENIA

PLYMOUTH

RENTFROW'S
Finger Waving

419C1.71/C114,-(6
Marcelling

Anything in furs at only

Permanents

10% above cost
Call for Appointment
BEAUTY PARLOR

BARBER SHOP

ARCUE BLDG.

SPRINGFIELD, 0.

March 4. Y. W. Cabaret. Mock Wedding. Fireworks.
March 14. C. C. defeats St. Xavier debaters.
March 15. C. C. loses to St. Xavier debaters.
March 22. C. C. debates Dayton over WHIO.
March 31. Women's Bible Reading Contest. Bull wins first. Best in the history of
the institution.
April

I. April Fool. Did you bite?

April

4. Spring Vacation begins. Let us away!

April

4. C. C. debates Bowling Green.

April

9. In school again. Ready for the last stretch.

April

II

Juniors in their "Shirt Sleeves." Oh Elmer! Imagine!

There is only one thing good for biting fingernails—sharp teeth.

COVAULT'S BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 434

XENIA, OHIO

EVERY BEAUTY SERVICE
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RECO
SPORTING GOODS
for
Boys and Girls
Baseball - - Softball
Tennis - - Golf
Rackets Restrung
Fishing Tackle

The Reco Store
16 W. High St.

NAGLEY'S
GROCERY
Meats

Groceries
PHONE 104

CEDARVILLE

Springfield, 0.

April 16. The Ault-men down Selma, 3-1.
April 21. Mixed Chorus gives Cantata. Long walks a mile.
April 23. Prof. and Mrs. Steele fete Monks Club. Can you play carrom, Mrs.
Work?
April 26. Anna Jane sings and we are thrilled.
April 30. Beat Selma again. The mighty Garlough and Gillespie pitch.
Hypnotism becomes the rage. Sleep, baby, sleep! You're in my power.
Heh! Heh!

May

May

3. Buehler plays basketball and wades the creek.

May

6. Eleanor's recital. Look out Paderweiski. April showers in May.

May

6. College surrounded by lagoons. Swimming pool in basement.

LANG

LEO ANDERSON, D.V.M.

CHEVROLET

VETERINARIAN
Phone 2-81
Cedarville, Ohio

XENIA, OHIO
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May

7. Mushroom are out. So are Harriman and Christian and Gillespie.

May 8. De "Dibble" speaks in Y. M. and Y. W.

May 9. Bryant gives recital. Harriet sings.

May I I. C. C. invades Wilberforce. What happened?

May 13. Dr. Mac's Reception.
May 16. "Teach" Work gives recital in Cincy. Splendid!
May 17. Senior vacation. Fare thee well, Seniors. C. C. plays Defiance.
May 20. Juniors banquet the seniors. A good time was had by all.
May 24. College picnic at Lakeview. Was the water cold? Eat enough?
May 25. C. C. vs. Wilberforce. Could have been worse.
May 28-31. Exams. Long, hard, and thick (according to Jurkat.)
May 29. Senior Class Play, "Come Out of the Kitchen." Paul makes excellent butler, and Olivia a swell cook.

THE CEDARVILLE
BAKERY

BROWN'S DRUGS

WE CATER TO
SPECIAL ORDERS AND
PICNIC SUPPLIES

The best in Drug Store Merchandise
The best in Drug Store Service."

THE REXALL STORE

Visit Our Fountain

Potato Chips—Always Fresh
Phone 2-86

RED WING ICE CREAM
SERVED EXCLUSIVELY
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C. L. McGuinn
COAL

THE
HAGAR STRAWBOARD
& PAPER COMPANY

HIGH GRADE—RIGHT PRICE
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Phone 3
CEDARVILLE, OHIO

Fine Straw Board for Corrugating

June 2. Baccalaureate Service in U. P. Church. Dr. "Mac" tells us of the increased load we must carry.
June 3. Musical recital. College Music Dept. gets rhythmical.
June 5. Cedar Day. Fairies dance while "Lull Robe is crowned. Linton talks on.
June

5. Athletic Day with a baseball game in afternoon. Garlough hurles a few.

June 6. Alumni Dinner and Business Meeting. Many old friendships revived.
June

7. Commencement. Many students weep. Rev. Donald Tippett, D. D., of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, speaker.
End of a happy school year.
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IN THE 1935 "CEDRUS"
ENGRAVING

BY

PONTIAC

812-822 W. VAN BUREN ST. (Chieftian Bldg.)
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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AUTOGRAPHS
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AUTOGRAPHS
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AUTOGRAPHS
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